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A B S T R A C T

A novel highly compressible auxetic cementitious composite (ACC) is developed in this work. Contrary to conventional cementitious materials, such as plain concrete and fiber reinforced concrete, the ACC shows strain-hardening behavior under uniaxial compression: the stress continuously increases with strain up to approximately 40 % strain. On one hand, in the early compression stage, the ACC exhibit highly recoverable deformability of 10 % strain under cyclic loading (20 times higher than the constituent cementitious material). In addition, the ACC shows fatigue damage until the stiffness/strength and energy dissipation plateau values are reached after 500 cycles. At 2.5 % strain amplitude, the plateau stiffness/strength is approximately 120 MPa/3 MPa, while these values are only 25 MPa/1.2 MPa at 5 % strain amplitude. In contrast, the energy dissipation plateau of the ACC is independent from the amplitude and remains at 0.05 J/cm3. On the other hand, due to the strain-hardening behavior, the ACC exhibits significantly improved energy dissipation capacity compared to both the conventional cementitious materials and the auxetic frame. This behavior is achieved by a tailored composite action: integrating cementitious mortar with 3D printed thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) auxetic frame. A rotating-square auxetic mechanism was designed for the TPU frame for the ACC to achieve the tailored cracking behavior. The horizontal ACC cells enable large deformability by enlarging the crack width under the confinement of the auxetic frame, while the vertical cells work as stiffening phase to ensure load resistance. Owing to the outstanding mechanical properties, the ACC shows great potential to be applied in engineering practice where high compressive deformability is required, for instance yielding elements for squeezing tunnel linings.

1. Introduction

Composites are commonly designed for materials to achieve enhanced mechanical properties. By properly designing the composite behavior, the property drawbacks of the constituent phases could be compensated or even enhanced such that the composite exhibits improved properties. In the field of civil engineering, cementitious materials are the most used construction materials [1,2]. The high compressive strength, high modulus and low cost ensured the application of cementitious materials in various engineering purposes. However, for long, plain cementitious materials have been criticized for the lack of ductility [1], which means that they are extremely prone to cracking under minor deformation. Therefore, in research and engineering practice, reinforced cementitious composites are usually used as an alternate for plain cementitious materials. For example, fibers have been used to improve the ductility of plain cementitious materials [3–5]. Through tailoring the composite action of the fibers and cementitious materials [6,7], even strain-hardening behavior under tensile load [7–9] can be achieved, although the cementitious matrix itself is quasi-brittle. In addition to creating fiber-reinforced composites, introducing architected cellular structures [10–12] has also been used to enhance ductility of plain cementitious mortar. For example, compressive strain-hardening behavior was achieved by introducing 2D [13–15] and 3D [16] auxetic structures.

In recent years, there has been a rapid development of 3D printing technology. 3D printed polymeric frames with various types of structures, for example triangular lattices [17], minimal surfaces [10,18], octet structures [19,20] have been used to significantly improve the ductility of cementitious materials. In these studies, polyactic acid (PLA) and acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) are commonly used as the reinforcement material. According to these studies, the stretchability of the polymeric materials is critical for the cementitious composites to achieve high ductility. The strain at break of the used PLA and ABS is normally 5 % to 10 %, which is relatively low in the class of polymeric
materials. Several studies have found that lattice structures incorporating highly stretchable polymers (for instance thermoplastic polyurethane) could achieve better energy absorption [21], higher deformability [22], and cyclic loading resistance [23] than the lattice made of less stretchable polymer (such as, e.g., PLA). This may indicate the possibility of applying such highly stretchable polymers to further improve the ductility of cementitious composites.

In contrast to aforementioned lattice structures, auxetic structures have a fascinating mechanical behavior: negative Poisson’s ratio [13,24,25]. This means that auxetic structures exhibit lateral contraction under vertical compressive load, or lateral expansion under vertical tensile loaded [26–28]. The special mechanical response of auxetic structures allows for great deformability [29,30] and energy absorption ability [31–33]. Auxetic behavior is usually achieved by adopting periodic cells. This indicates that the shape or geometry of the cell structure crucially dominates the global mechanical performance of auxetic structures. Auxetic behavior are usually achieved by introducing structures with bending or rotation dominated mechanism [33–35], for example the typical re-entrant structure and its numerous analogous designs [29,36–40]. Such structures normally show lower stiffness than other non-auxetic lattice structures, which inhibits their application for load-bearing purposes. One possible approach to improve the stiffness of auxetic structures is optimizing the cell geometry [41,42], by locally adding extra component [38,41,43–45] or partially replacing the original unit cells [46–49] that have been actively studied in the past years.

Another potential approach is to infill [50,51] the auxetic structure and create composite materials. As a widely used engineering material, cementitious materials could be a potential choice of such filler. One of our previous study [52] already shows that using auxetics combined with cementitious materials to create a composite significantly improves the stiffness of the sole auxetic structures, and therefore achieved high compressive ductility of the composite. Some other studies have also indicated similar finding. For instance, it was found by [53] that when metal auxetic sheets are filled with foam concrete, the composite shows high ductility under static compression. A similar approach was applied by [54], while the composite was subjected to dynamic impact load, and it shows that the total energy absorption significantly increased with loading rate. Besides axial loading, research [55] has also shown that using polymeric auxetic fabrics at the bottom of a concrete beam, the energy absorption under flexural loading is also considerably enhanced.

For conventional cementitious materials, while the ductility in tension is more often investigated and discussed in research, in engineering practice, high compressive ductility and deformability can be also critical. A good example would be the yielding elements for tunnel linings [56]. In the construction of squeezing tunnels, the concrete (usually shotcrete) linings are potentially exposed to compressive pressure due to displacement of surrounding rocks. Therefore, steel yielding elements are often used to provide high compressive deformation capacity. A previous study [56] indicated that concrete reinforced by lattice structures can provide high compressive deformation capacity, and be used as an alternate of traditional steel yielding element. Similarly, our previous works have found that auxetic structure can significantly increase compressive deformability [16,52] of cementitious materials.

It is well known that auxetic structures exhibit horizontal contraction when subjected to uniaxial compressive load. Therefore, we have a hypothesis that this lateral contraction may be applied to confine crack initiation and propagation in cementitious materials under compressive loadings. Our previous work [52] has already shown the feasibility of such confinement by using 3D printing polymeric auxetic structures. In this study, we target even higher compressibility and energy absorption capacity, by further adopting a polymer with strikingly higher elasticity as the auxetic frame, such that a highly damage-resistant auxetic-cementitious composite (ACC) can be achieved. The composite is constituted by integrating the hard phase, i.e., a conventional plain cementitious mortar, and a soft phase, i.e., auxetic frame made of highly stretchable hyperelastic polymer. Specifically, the compressive behavior of the ACC is investigated both under uniaxial compression and cyclic loading. Moreover, the mechanism of the ACC composite action is clarified. The obtained results would inspire the great potential of integrating soft auxetic phases with cementitious materials to achieve highly ductile cementitious composites.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Design and fabrication of the auxetic frame

The schematics of the designed auxetic frame is shown in Fig. 1. A planar shape with the so-called “rotating-square” [57] auxetic mechanism is adopted in this work. As seen in Fig. 1a, the struts of the used auxetic structure are derived from the virtual squares which are represented by the dashed line. The dimension of a unit cell of the designed auxetic structure is shown in Fig. 1b. The auxetic frame is generated by multiplying the unit cells, and extruded in the out-of-planed direction the thickness of 20 mm and 10 mm, respectively to form two series of ACC with different thickness. A commercial 3D printer Ultimaker 2+, was used to fabricate the auxetic frame. A hyperelastic thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU 95a from Ultimaker) was used as the printing material. The printing parameters of the auxetic frame are listed in Table 1. In addition, using the same printing parameters, dog-bone shape specimens (see Fig. 2) were also printed to study the mechanical properties of the 3D printed TPU material.

2.2. Mixing, casting, and curing

Considering the complex structure of the auxetic frame, a fine sand cementitious mortar with water-to-binder ratio of 0.4 was used. The cementitious mixture proportion is listed in Table 2.

Weighted dry materials (cement, fly ash and sand) were first mixed for 4 min. Then, water and superplasticizer were added, followed by another 4 min of mixing. Subsequently, the fresh mixture was casted in Styrofoam molds, in which the auxetic frames were glued before casting. Afterwards, the casted specimens were sealed and kept at room temperature. Two days after casting, the specimens were demolded and stored in a curing room (20 ± 2 °C, 96 ± 2 % RH) until the age of 28 days.

Before testing, the reference plain mortar (REF) and ACC specimens with two different thickness (T20 and T10) were cut to the designed

Fig. 1. (a) Schematics of the concept of “rotating-square” [57] auxetic structure; (b) an unit cell of the designed auxetic frame; (c) the designed auxetic frame for ACC; (d) 3D printed TPU frame; (e) casted ACC and reference specimen.
shape (length × width × thickness): 40 × 40 × 20 mm, denoted as T20; and 40 × 40 × 10 mm, denoted as T10. All prepared specimens are listed in Table 3. Several T20 specimens were painted in white background with black dots for digital image correction (DIC) analysis. The prepared TPU, ACC and reference specimens are shown in Fig. 1d and Fig. 1e, respectively.

### 2.3. Mechanical tests

Uniaxial tension tests were performed on the dog-bone shape specimens (shown in Fig. 2a), to understand the mechanical properties of the TPU material. The tests were conducted by the micro compression-tension test stage as shown in Fig. 2b, using displacement control at a constant load rate of 0.01 mm/s. The uniaxial compression tests were performed on the cured specimens by a hydraulic press INSTRON 8872 under displacement control at constant loading rate of 0.01 mm/s. During the tests, displacement and load were recorded by the INSTRON 8872. The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 3a. Compressive load was applied on the specimen by two metal loading plates, and a piece of plastic film was placed between each loading plate and the specimen to reduce friction. A digital camera was placed in front of the specimen to take pictures of the tests. Cyclic loading tests were also performed by the same machine on the 20 mm thickness specimens (T20 and TPU). As shown in Fig. 3b and c, before the cyclic loading starts, the ACC specimens were first compressed to the equilibrium position at constant load rate of 0.01 mm/s. To study the impact of different cyclic amplitude on the mechanical performance of the ACC, two amplitudes, i.e., 1 mm (2.5 % strain) and 2 mm (5.0 % strain), were tested at the same frequency of 1 Hz.

#### 2.3.1. Numerical modelling

To better understand the composite behavior of the ACC, especially the stress distribution under compressive load, a commercial numerical model package Abaqus was used to simply simulate the elastic response of the ACC under uniaxial compressive load. Corresponding to the planar design of the specimen, a two-dimensional model was generated. Triangular type mesh (CPS3) with an average size of 0.5 mm was used for the entire specimen. Compressive load was applied on the specimen by two rigid loading plates. To simulate the low friction boundary condition in the experiment and ensure no unrealistic horizontal sliding in the simulations, a minor friction coefficient 0.05 was assigned between the loading plates and the specimen. As the simulation only targets the elastic response, it is assumed that no interfacial sliding occurs.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Printing parameters</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nozzle diameter (mm)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (°C)</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer height (mm)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line width (mm)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infill density (%)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing speed (mm/s)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2

Mixture design of the matrix material (kg/m³).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CEM I 42.5 N</th>
<th>Fly ash</th>
<th>Sand (0.125~0.250 mm)</th>
<th>Superplasticizer (Glenium 51)</th>
<th>Water</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>473</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>413</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3

Prepared specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Dimension (length × width × thickness) [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REF</td>
<td>40 × 40 × 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T20</td>
<td>40 × 40 × 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T10</td>
<td>40 × 40 × 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>40 × 40 × 20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. (a) Schematics of the designed dog-bone shape specimen for understanding the constituent properties of the TPU material; (b) the 3D printed dog-bone specimen; (c) micro compression-tension test machine used for the mechanical tests of the TPU dog-bones.
between the cementitious mortar and the TPU. After elastic stage, debonding may occur and influences the mechanical response of the ACC, however, it is beyond the target of the simulation here. In this sense, the “tie” interaction was used for the cementitious mortar and the TPU frame. The elastic modulus of TPU and cementitious mortar were obtained from previously described experiments and set as 85 MPa and 8821 MPa, respectively.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Uniaxial compressive behavior

3.1.1. Deformation and stress-strain response

Prior to investigating the mechanical performance of the ACC, it is worth to first recall the compressive stress-strain response of conventional cementitious materials. The stress-strain curves of plain concrete and fiber reinforced concrete consists two characteristic branches (depicted in Fig. 4) [1,2]: ascending branch and descending branch. In the ascending branch, stress increases with strain until the peak load (compressive strength) is reached. Within this branch, microcracking initiates in the compressed material, and subsequently propagates to form the main cracking planes. As a results, the stress decreases with strain forming a descending branch. Such compressive response is also termed as strain-softening behavior. In contrast to conventional cementitious materials, the ACC in this study exhibit strain-hardening behavior under uniaxial compressive load, namely the stress increases with strain as depicted in Fig. 4. Such strain-hardening behavior was previously achieved by cementitious cellular composites [13–16], while the ACC in this work have shown even better mechanical properties. This will be clarified in Section 3.1.2.

According to the experimental results shown in Fig. 5a, after initial micro cracking (witnessed by the several steep stress drops at approximately 2.5 % to 5% strain) the stress monotonically increases with strain. Note that, though the strain was only tested until approximately 40 % in the experiment, it was further increasing at this point. The compressive stress-strain response after this strain is normally termed as the “densification” stage [32], which is generated by crushing material residuals. Although the precise strain value where densification stage starts varies in different materials, it can be expected that the stress would rapidly increase with strain for the ACC at this stage. Similar results have been clarified in many other studies, for both auxetic materials [46,59–61] and conventional cementitious materials [1,56,62,63]. In addition, it is worth to be noticed is that the used auxetic frame is a 2D planar structure, the thickness of the ACC specimen may have an impact on the samples’ mechanical behavior under compressive loading. As shown in Fig. 5b, for ACC with the thickness of 10 mm (T10), the

Fig. 3. (a) Experiment set-up of the compressive tests, uniaxial compressive load was applied on the ACC specimen by top loading plate while the bottom loading plate stayed still during the tests; (b) schematics of the cyclic loading at 2 mm/5 % strain amplitude, denoted as A2; (c) schematics of the cyclic loading at 1 mm/2.5 % strain amplitude, denoted as A1.

Fig. 4. Schematic of typical uniaxial compressive stress-strain response of conventional cementitious materials, cementitious cellular composites [13–16,58] and ACC of this work.
stress starts to drop after one peak load is reached (at approximately 10% strain). This was mainly caused by the buckling failure of the auxetic frame in the ACC, and it may significantly influence the energy absorption ability of the ACC. This point will be discussed in detail in Section 3.1.2. In sharp comparison to the ACC, the reference cementitious mortar (REF) in this work shows comparatively more brittle damage behavior and also exhibits the typical compressive strain-softening response, as shown in Fig. 5c.

Apart from the stress-strain response, the deformation and cracking mode of the new ACC is also distinct from conventional cementitious materials. As can be seen from Fig. 6a, at 5% of strain, multiple distributed vertical cracks can be found on initiated on the compressed T20 specimen. However, these cracks did not propagate through the entire specimen. Even at 20% strain, no main cracking plane appeared and, therefore, the ACC did not exhibit an obvious global failure and the stress could continuously increase. In addition to the sharp stress drops on the stress-strain curves (as seen in Fig. 5a), the DIC results present a more direct indication of the characteristic cracking behavior of the ACC. Corresponding to the multiple cracks found in Fig. 6a, multiple localized high strain regions are present on the DIC results (as seen in Fig. 6b). Interestingly, the cracks in the ACC only initiated at the horizontal cells (the horizontal and vertical cells are differentiated in Fig. 6c), while the cementitious mortar in the vertical cells do not show any visible damage. As the strain increases to 5% strain, enlargement of the crack width can be identified by the increased localized strain. This special cracking behavior allows the ACC to show the so-called spring-
like behavior under cyclic compressive loading, which will be further discussed in the Section 3.2.

The 3D printed auxetic TPU frame plays a crucial role in determining the unique compressive strain-hardening behavior of the ACC. This can be further verified by examining the compressive behavior of the auxetic frame itself. As seen in Fig. 7, the TPU frame by itself also exhibits strain-hardening compressive behavior, although the compressive stress is significantly lower than the ACC. More importantly, the TPU frame shows auxetic deformation mode, which contributes to confine the enlargement of the initiated cracks in the horizontal cells of the ACC as seen in Fig. 7a. In the meanwhile, the highly deformable nature of the TPU materials is a crucial factor for the auxetic frame to resist such high deformation. As can be seen from Fig. 7b, the TPU material shows great stretchability without obvious failure until 40% strain. Similar highly stretchable behavior of hyperelastic material is also seen in other studies [64–66].

3.1.2. Energy absorption ability

An advantage of possessing strain-hardening behavior is that the ACC show outstanding energy absorption ability (defined as the area below load-displacement curve per volume) in compression. Recently, besides the ACC created in this work, compressive strain-hardening behavior was also achieved by creating tailored auxetic cellular structures, as reported in [13–16]. As shown in Fig. 8a, compared to the conventional cementitious mortar and the TPU frame, the energy absorption of the ACC with different thickness (T20 and T10) and cellular composites reported in [13–16] is strikingly higher: the ACC (T20) achieved 4200% higher than the cementitious mortar with the same mixture, and 6300% higher than the TPU auxetic frame. Furthermore, the ACC shows 88% higher energy absorption than the cementitious cellular composites reported in [13–16], which also shows great energy absorption properties.

Moreover, because of the damage process of the cellular structure under compression, the composites in [13–16] exhibits considerable stress decrease (as indicated in Fig. 4) before the strain-hardening initiated. In sharp contrast, as the ACC in this work do not have a cellular geometry, the stress could monotonically increase with strain. As a result, it can be seen from the Fig. 8a that total absorbed energy of the ACC (T20) under uniaxial compression is approximately two times higher than the cellular composites with auxetic behavior (Cellular).

As already indicated by the stress-strain curves of T20 and T10 in Fig. 5a and b, the thickness of the ACC specimen shows obvious impact on the samples’ energy absorption ability under compressive loading. This was mainly caused by the buckling failure of the auxetic frame in the ACC. As can be seen from Fig. 8b, out-of-plane buckling appeared after the T10 ACC was compressed while such deformation was not observed on the T20 specimens. As a result, the overall energy absorption of the T10 ACC is considerably lower than that of T20 as indicated.

![Fig. 7. (a) Stress-strain curves of the 3D printed TPU auxetic frame, results from two duplicates are shown; (b) Uniaxial tensile response of the 3D printed TPU material, note that the experiment only tested until 40% strain to compare with the compressive behavior of ACC, the actual elongation at break of the TPU is 560% strain according to the manufacturer [67].](image-url)
We found that at approximately 10% of strain, a compressive stress is reached and afterwards stress stays relatively stable until 40% of strain. This implies that even increase the amplitude range to significantly more than 10% strain, the stress would not show obvious change. Therefore, before 10% is the most interesting range where the specimen may sharply indicate the damage behavior. In addition, at approximately 5% strain cracks start to appear (indicate by the stress drops) and at approximately. So, it could be also interest to investigate the cracking behavior within a range where the cracks are just started to initiate.

As can be seen from Fig. 10, the stress-strain curves of the ACC present typical hysteresis responses under cyclic loading. In each cycle (as seen in Fig. 10c), a loading and unloading branch can be identified: in the loading branch, the stress increases with strain; when the strain reaches the prescribed amplitude, a peak stress is reached (herein, the peak stress is defined as the strength of the ACC within this cycle); afterwards, the stress decreases with strain such that an unloading branch is formed, and one cycle is completed. For conventional cementitious materials, for instance the plain cementitious mortar used in this work, deformation is only recoverable in the elastic regime (defined as the branch before 30% of the compressive strength as indicated in Fig. 5c) which is only 0.53 (±0.07)% in this sense, under 2 mm (5% strain) amplitude the ACC achieved approximately 20 times higher recoverable deformation compared to the conventional cementitious mortar. Similar behavior was also found on the cementitious cellular composites [13–16], while the plateau strength of them is only 0.2 MPa, which is considerably lower than the ACC in this work.

3.2. Spring-like behavior under cyclic loading

3.2.1. Hysteresis stress-strain response

As discussed in the previous section, the ACC’s have shown outstanding energy absorption ability, under uniaxial compression. More importantly, the ACC’s also exhibit the so-called “spring-like” behavior. This means that, as cementitious material, the ACC’s show highly recoverable deformability under cyclic loading similar to the behavior of a spring (see Fig. 9). The choice of cyclic loading amplitude is based on the uniaxial compressive stress-strain curves (Fig. 5a) of the ACC. We found that at approximately 10% of strain, a “peak” compressive stress is reached and afterwards stress stays relatively unchanged. We also noted that the ACC reduces as the number of cycles increases. Especially, at the beginning of the cyclic tests, the strength decreases rapidly with the cycle numbers. Such strength reduction indicates the rigidity loss of the ACC due to fatigue damage, which is commonly seen in polymeric auxetics [70,71], metallic auxetics [72,73] and cementitious auxetic composites [14]. This can be quantified by the stiffness (as defined in Fig. 10c) degradation of the ACC. The stiffness degradation from the initial cycles is significant. However, as the number of cycles increase a plateau was eventually reached (see Fig. 11a). Although in the long term after 500 cycles, the stiffness may continue to decrease. It is expected that such stiffness decrease may appear at a very low rate similar to what we have found on the cellular composites in our previous study [14], therefore, not presented here in this work. However, the long-term fatigue behavior of the ACC is worth of studying as it may provide knowledge on the competence of the ACC for potential engineering applications with damping and vibration isolation requirements, similar to solely using auxetic structures [74,75].

It is worth mentioning that the plateau stiffness of the ACC is not significantly lower than the ACC in this work.
simply an intrinsic property, but highly dependent on the amplitude of the imposed cyclic loading. As seen from Fig. 11a, under 1 mm amplitude (Fig. 11a A1), the plateau stiffness is approximately 120 MPa (3 MPa strength), while at 2 mm amplitude (Fig. 11a, A2) the value is only 25 MPa. The rapid loss of stiffness of A2 is attributed to potential higher internal fatigue damage introduced by the cyclic loadings. Larger
amplitude introduces more damage to the cementitious mortar, therefore, the plateau stiffness of A2 is obviously lower than A1. Furthermore, although the rigidity loss also indicates the reduction in energy dissipation in each cycle, according to Fig. 11b the amplitude shows minor impact on the plateau energy dissipation of the ACC. At 500 cycles, the energy dissipated in each cycle remains approximately 0.05 J/cm$^3$ under both amplitude values. Although the plateau energy dissipation is considerably lower than the energy absorbed under one uniaxial compression, the ability to withstand multiple cycles significantly improves the total energy absorption ability of the ACC.

The TPU frame also exhibits hysteretic stress-strain response under cyclic loading (Fig. 10d and e), accompanied by the typical auxetic deformation behavior (see Fig. 12b). However, at the same cyclic strain, the stress of the TPU is strikingly lower than that of the ACC in each cycle. The reason is that the stiffness and strength of the TPU frame is significantly lower than that of the ACC. As shown in Fig. 11c, the stiffness of TPU frame is 2.0 ~ 2.5 MPa, which is only 2 % of the plateau stiffness of the ACC (120 MPa). Therefore, the TPU frame is not able to provide such high rigidity for the ACC. In other words, the rigidity of the ACC mainly comes from the un-cracked cementitious mortar in the vertical cells. Furthermore, owing to the improved rigidity provided by the cementitious mortar, the energy dissipation of the ACC is also considerably higher compared to the TPU frame itself. As can be seen in Fig. 11d, the maximum plateau energy dissipation of the TPU frame is only 0.004 J/cm$^3$ in each cycle. This is only 10 % of the energy dissipation plateau value of the created ACC (approximately 0.04 J/cm$^3$).

3.2.2. The tailored composite action

The mechanism of the previously discussed spring-like behavior under cyclic loading is attributed to the tailored two-stage composite reaction of the ACC. The designed TPU frame and the cementitious mortar cells of the ACC play different roles which ensure such unique mechanical properties: the horizontal cells enable large deformability while the vertical cells ensure rigidity under cyclic loading. The first stage of the composite action is the oriented crack initiation: according to the numerical simulation results shown in Fig. 12a, when subject to compressive load, tensile stress mainly appears in the horizontal cells of the ACC. Due to the intrinsic brittleness of the cementitious mortar, cracks are expected to initiate at these regions. This agrees very well with our experimental findings: visible cracks were only found to be in these horizontal cells. After crack initiation, in the loading branch of each cycle, as strain increases the cracked horizontal cells allow the ACC to withstand large deformation, by enlarging the crack width (as seen in Figs. 6b and 12a) under the confinement of the highly deformable TPU frame. Afterwards, in the unloading branch of each cycle, as strain decreases the auxetic behavior of the TPU frame allows the ACC to recover deformation, thus consequently accompanied by the narrowing of these enlarged cracks (see Fig. 12b). It is worth mentioning that the ACC does not show negative Poisson’s ratio under compression. This was mainly caused by the difference in stiffness of the TPU and cementitious mortar. The elastic modulus of cementitious mortar (8821 MPa) is significantly higher than that of TPU (85 MPa). A similar effect has also been reported in the literature [76].

What needs to be further mentioned is that, due to the hyperelastic nature of the TPU material the auxetic frame shows much less fatigue damage under cyclic loading compared to the ACC. This can be easily seen from Fig. 10, the stiffness/strength and energy absorption of the TPU from almost maintained constant with the number of cyclic loading increases. In this sense, it is inferred that the obvious fatigue damage of the ACC is mainly attributed to the cementitious mortar. As the number

---

Fig. 12. (a) Simulated stress distribution in the cementitious mortar at the elastic stage, consequently crack initiates at locations with high principal (tensile) stress, it is clearly shown that high tensile stress locates only in the horizontal cells where cracks are expected.
of cycle increases, cracks may also appear in the vertical cells after certain number of cycles. As such, we can assume that instead of plain mortar, using fiber-reinforcement cementitious materials (FRCs) as the filler in inside the auxetic structures may significantly enhance the fatigue resistance of the ACC. On one hand, the FRC itself already has good cracking resistance owing to the interaction between fiber and cementitious mortar. Therefore, it could considerably mitigate the stiffness/energy absorption degradation caused by crack formation and enlargement in cementitious mortar. On the other hand, the potential fibrillation phenomenon \[8\] of the fibers after cyclic loading may create excessive fiber branches in the cementitious matrix, thus even increase energy dissipation of the composites by introducing more friction within the cementitious material. Furthermore, in future studies in case the FRCs are used as the filling material, the fiber length has to be carefully considered when designing the auxetic frame, such that fibers can be properly distributed in the auxetic cells.

4. Conclusions

This work presents a study on the mechanical behavior of a novel auxetic cementitious composite (ACC) exhibiting spring-like compressive behavior. The composite is developed by a composing strategy: using 3D printed thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) auxetic structure as deformable frame and the cementitious mortar as stiffening filler. Uniaxial compression and cyclic loading tests are performed to characterize the mechanical properties of the developed ACC. As a composite material, the ACC takes advantage of both constituent phases and achieves improved mechanical properties over the properties of the TPU and cementitious mortar. According to the obtained results, several conclusions can be drawn:

The ACC shows strikingly higher energy absorption ability, compared to the reference conventional cementitious mortar and the polymeric auxetic TPU frame. Due to the monotonic strain-hardening behavior under uniaxial compression, namely the stress continuously increases with strain, the ACC achieved 4200 % and 6300 % higher energy absorption ability compared to the reference mortar and the polymeric TPU frame, respectively.

Contrary to conventional cementitious materials, the ACC exhibits an out-standing spring-like compressive behavior. This behavior allows ACC with extremely high recoverable deformability under compressive cyclic loading. In this work, at least 5 % strain amplitude (10 % strain in total) was reached, which is approximately 20 times higher than the conventional reference cementitious mortar. The damage and deformation mechanism of such behavior is attributed to a two-stage tailored composite action of the ACC. The first stage is the oriented stress distribution and crack initiation: the auxetic frame induced tailored internal stress distribution such that cracks only initiate at preferred locations. The second stage is the confined crack width enlargement in cementitious mortar by the auxetic behavior of the hyperelastic TPU frame.

Although the ACC exhibits obvious fatigue damage under cyclic loading, it shows significantly improved stiffness and energy absorption than the auxetic frame. After 500 cycles, plateau stiffness and energy dissipation are reached by the ACC. The stiffness plateau achieved 120 MPa (50 times higher than auxetic frame) and 25 MPa (12 times higher than auxetic frame) under 2.5 % strain amplitude and 5 % strain amplitude, respectively. In comparison, the energy dissipation plateau in each cycle is found independent of the amplitude and maintains at approximately 0.04 J/cm² (10 times higher than auxetic frame).

Different from common engineering applications where high strength and stiffness is usually required for cementitious materials, in case of aforementioned concrete linings, high compressive deformability is needed to resist potential compressive pressure induced by surrounding rocks. The developed ACC in this work shows great recoverable compressive deformability and energy absorption ability which potentially makes the ACC an alternate for conventional yielding elements or yielding supports which requires high compressive deformability.
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